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I

f you haven’t figured it out yet, the people now in
charge in Washington aren’t working in the interest
of the people who gave them control of all three
branches of government.
The Republican bill to repeal and replace an
admittedly flawed Affordable Care Act would repeal
$592 million in taxes on the wealthy — people who
make more than $125,000 if married and filing
separately and those who make more than $250,000
and file jointly. Like these people need it.
In the meantime, 24 million low-wage Americans
would lose Obamacare coverage over 10 years,
14 million of them in the first year alone.
Before that, there was the move to repeal
Dodd-Frank to allow Wall Street the freedom to
repeat the housing debacle, the move to kill a rule
requiring your financial adviser to actually work in
your best interests, and their announced intention to
dismantle the Consumer Federal Protection Bureau.
There has been no bill to repair American roads
and bridges and get people back to work again,
but there has been progress by Donald Trump to
dismantle the Environmental Protection Agency and
give corporate America more freedom to pollute our
air and water.
Oh, there will be distractions, including immigrant
round-ups, travel bans, the wall and whatnot. As the
news media busies itself chasing its tail over each
new bizarre thing Trump says, the real business of
shifting more wealth up America’s food chain will
quietly continue apace.
— Dan Vukelich, editor
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H

ello, Fellow
Earthlings.
Through their
artwork, 60 artists
will answer the
question “What is
our role as artists and representatives of
the human race in the bigger picture of the
universe?” See their answers when they show
off their works 2-5 p.m. Saturday, March 18, at
the Abruzzo International Balloon Museum,
9201 Balloon Museum Dr. NE. Each artist
created a work from a fiberglass ball that
otherwise would have gone to the dump. The
event is organized by the Intergalactic Cultural
Relations Council. (Who knew?) A regular
museum fee ($3 for adults with a New Mexico
ID, $1 for children) gets you into the exhibit.
intergalacticrelationsinstitute.org

MARCH 16-18

Marine Mammals
Celebration

10 a.m., ABQ BioPark Zoo and Aquarium,
903 10th St. SW and 2601 Central Ave. NW,
764-6200, cabq.gov/culturalservices/biopark

Head out to the
Albuquerque
BioPark this
weekend to
celebrate marine
mammals and
learn more about
the things you
can do to help
them thrive.
Each day features a different film highlighting
various marine mammals.

SATURDAY, MARCH 18

World Storytelling Day
11 a.m., South Broadway Cultural Center,
1025 Broadway Blvd. SE, 242-7600,
southbroadwaytickets.com
Celebrate World
Storytelling Day all day
at the South Broadway
Cultural Center. The
event starts with two free
programs: a 45-minute
storytelling program for
children, followed by a
three-hour storytelling
workshop for ages 12-18.
The day ends with “Tales
of Change” by Storytellers
of New Mexico, at 7 p.m.

MONDAY, MARCH 20

Astronomy on Tap
ABQ: Astronomy in
New Mexico

7 p.m., Canteen Brewhouse,
Canteen Brewhouse, 2381 Aztec Rd. NE,
881-2737, canteenbrewhouse.com

This free, family-friendly
event focuses on astronomy in New Mexico.
There will be trivia, prizes, and speakers from the
local science community.
Astronomy on Tap, a
nonprofit organization
created in New York
City, promotes free public talks on science and
astronomy in breweries nationwide.
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cartoons/letTERS
To the Editor:
[Re: the City Council’s male-female
pay equity action, March 8-15 issue]
Sure, a 7 percent differential is better
than the 10 percent differential that
the city was allowing, but why is the
allowable differential not 0 percent?
		
— Hank Rosoff
To the Editor:
My grandfather, Albert Joseph
Bialek, came to the United States
from Poland in 1910, traveling on
his brother’s papers. Given the fact
that Albert entered the United States
under the name Jan Bialek and later
burned his immigration papers,
he was by definition an “illegal
immigrant.”
He went on to become a very
hard-working brick mason and
law-abiding citizen, raising 12
children with the help of his Polish
wife Mary.
Just as Cleveland is a city of
neighborhoods, so is the United
States a country of immigrants. In
fact, all the major cities of America
at one time served as incubators for
immigrants — to not only allow them
to become accustomed to the ways of
this country but also to allow them to
intermingle with each other, which
often was prohibited in their native
homeland.
It’s a shame that the inner cities
were handed over to the absentee
landlords following World War II.
Just imagine how much stronger
and united our country might have
been had this unofficial tradition
continued.
Gentrification is not the answer.
Preventing immigration is not the
solution. Intense vetting is acceptable
during these challenging times, but
to unfairly deny one person access
to the United States makes us all
orphans again. As a popular song
goes: “Let me in, immigration man.”
		
— Joe Bialek, Cleveland
To the Editor:
Hey there, Elise Wheeler, you and
the board of directors are just doing
a bang up job at La Montañita Co-Op.
The local managers at Whole Foods
and Sprouts are smiling broadly!
		
— Norm Segel
To the Editor:
I’d say the Mayor “ART” Berry and
the “ART” City Council’s political
futures are zip, zero, zilch if the
voters of Albuquerque have an IQ!
		
— John

To the Editor:
I found Dan Lewis’ comment about
ART in the March 1-7 edition of
ABQ Free Press Weekly to be
disappointing and nothing more
than pandering to the vocal
minority who resist any change to
urban redevelopment.
His dismissive comments do not
inform the public that the nearly
$80 million in federal funding
replaces critical infrastructure,
and the bus line is just icing on the
cake. I find it incredible that Dan
Lewis is willing to rip up the roads
again after some unspecified period
and inconvenience business owners
once again.
We need forward thinking and
vision for Albuquerque to meet the
challenges of the 21st century, not
rehashing an old feud.
		
— Marcus Higi M.D.
To the Editor:
[Re: “Mayor Rejected BCSO Help
for APD,” March 8-14] The mayor
cannot afford to start doing this, not
while he insists APD be allowed to
continue as a broken organization.
If BCSO were to respond to calls,
and the public were to love them,
APD would soon have a huge
problem on their hands. People
would be demanding BCSO come
to their neighborhoods, not APD.
For the 80 percent of Albuquerque
who live in the real world and
understand how crooked, scared,
and dangerous APD is, a choice
would destroy APD as an
organization. They quite literally
only get calls because there is
absolutely no other choice.
		
— Aya
To the Editor:
Please save me from a mayor
attending a City Council meeting.
Council meetings are neither a place
to castigate the mayor or listen to his
pontifications.
		
— Mick McMahan
ABQ Free Press Weekly welcomes
letters to the editor and bylined
opinion pieces, subject to editing
by the newspaper for style and
length. Letters may appear in print
on the newspaper’s website,
www.freeabq.com. Writers should
include their full names and a
daytime phone number that the
newspaper’s editors can use to
contact them. Submissions should
be sent to editor@freeabq.com
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MSNBC Reports Russian
Money Ties to Trump
BY DAN VUKELICH | editor@freeabq.com

M

SNBC’s Rachel Maddow reports
that a Russian oligarch with
ties to a Cyprian bank known to have
engaged in Russian money laundering
bought Trump’s Palm Beach home for
$100 million — $60 million more than
Trump paid for it less than four years
earlier.
Maddow also said she obtained
Trump’s 2005 tax return from David
Cay Johnston, who won the Pulitzer
Prize while with The New York Times
for exposing tax loopholes for the rich
hidden in the U.S. tax code. Johnston
also is the author of a recent book,
“The Making of Donald Trump.”
The White House, in advance of
Maddow’s report, released some
details of the 2005 return, although not
the return itself, which the administration said showed that Trump made
$150 million that year and paid $38
million in taxes: $5.3 million in regular
income tax plus $31 million in what’s
known as the “alternative minimum
tax,” bringing his federal payment that
year to about 25 percent of his income.
Maddow said the Palm Beach real
estate deal went down at a time when
Deutsche Bank “was breathing down
his neck” to repay loans owed it by
The Trump Organization. Maddow
made a connection between the oligarch and the CEO of the questionable
Bank of Cyprus, which was run by a

former CEO for Deutsche Bank.
Deutsche Bank, a major player in the
layered debt that led to the 2008 housing collapse, is currently under investigation by the office of the now-fired
U.S. Attorney for the Southern District
of New York Preet Bharara. Along with
45 other U.S. attorneys, Bharara was
fired Friday by U.S. Attorney General
Jeff Sessions.
Maddow used Johnston’s reporting
to ask the following:
“Couldn’t the tax returns [Trump
refuses to release] sort out for us this
historic, inexplicable dump of foreign
money into the President’s coffers that
cannot be explained in normal business terms?
“That’s a potential problem for
someone serving as President of the
United States. Is the President in a
position where we need to watch to
make sure that he’s not paying off his
past benefactors with our country’s
resources, with U.S. policy, with
decisions he can make as President?”
The White House dismissed the
MSNBC report.
“The dishonest media can continue
to make this part of their agenda, while
the President will focus on his, which
includes tax reform that will benefit
all Americans,” the White House said
of the MSNBC report, according to the
Washington newspaper, The Hill.

Local, State News in Brief
BY ABQ FREE PRESS WEEKLY STAFF

No jobs

New Mexico’s unemployment rate
of 6.7 percent is now the worst in
the country. The state added just 900
jobs in the 12 months that ended Jan.
31, for a 0.1 percent growth rate. The
big jobs losers were mining and oil
and gas, which lost 3,200 jobs, and
the government sector, which was
down 4,600 jobs. Manufacturing also
continued its decades-long decline,
shedding 900 jobs. New Mexico’s jobs
performance was sickly compared to
surrounding states. Arizona added
54,000 jobs for a 2 percent growth rate,
while Nevada added 44,400 jobs for
a 3.5 percent growth rate. The only
good news was that the state’s civilian
labor force — people with jobs and
those looking for work — increased
by nearly 9,000 people. It means that

more people have some confidence
that they can find a job here.

Officer killed

New Mexico is mourning the death
of 27-year-old Navajo Nation police
officer Houston James Largo, who
was fatally shot in Prewitt on March
12 while responding to a domestic
violence call. Acting U.S. Attorney
James Tierney called Largo a dedicated police officer who helped many,
not only as a Navajo Nation officer,
but as a special federal officer with the
Bureau of Indian Affairs’ Office of Justice Services. Navajo Nation President
Russell Begaye said Largo and other
officers “are the ones who stand guard
over our nation and protect us.” Since
1975, the Navajo Nation has lost 13
police officers in the line of duty.

FOOD
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Food of the Sudan
BY STEVE “MO” FYE | food@freeabq.com

S

udan is another country influenced
by African, Arabic and colonial cultures. Indigenous peoples had grains and
root vegetables, as well as native proteins.
Arab settlers brought new flavors and
ingredients from the Levant, but the
cuisine is still predominantly simple
porridges and breads, filled out with
soups and stews. This is typical of the

region, where fuel can be hard to find.
The Special Broadcasting System in
Australia (a source of multicultural and
diversity-focused information) presented
a recipe for a typical Sudanese stew of
beef, peanuts and spinach. I adapted the
recipe and added more bold flavors using
traditional ingredients.
The stew includes native ingredients

Sudanese Beef Stew

Ingredients:

Steve “Mo” Fye

3 tablespoons olive oil;
1 1/2 pounds trimmed beef (chuck or sirloin roast) 3/4 inch dice;
1 large onion, finely diced (about 2 cups);
5 cloves garlic, minced (about 2 tablespoons);
2 tablespoons tomato paste;
2 quarts homemade or reduced-sodium beef stock;
1 sweet potato, 3/4 inch dice (about 3 cups);
2 bunches spinach, rinsed and rough chopped (or 12-ounce package
frozen spinach, thawed and drained);
2 large tomatoes, diced (or 12-ounce can);
3/4 cup unsalted roasted peanuts, ground smooth (plus more for garnish);
Salt and pepper to taste;
2 teaspoons ground ginger;
1teaspoon dried thyme;
1 teaspoon rubbed sage;
Spinach leaves, fresh parsley, green onion or other fresh herbs for garnish;
Grain (rice, couscous, millet) to serve

such as sweet potatoes and peanuts
(known to most of the world as the
African Ground Nut). Served with a
grain, it is filling and nutritious.
Steve “Mo” Fye is an Instructional
Tech in the Culinary Arts program at
Central New Mexico Community College
and can’t resist the chance to try a new dish
or cuisine.

Brown the beef in 2 tablespoons oil in a large
Dutch oven or pot. Remove the beef and sauté
the onions, garlic and tomato paste in the
remaining oil with some salt and pepper.
Deglaze with the stock and bring to a simmer.
Start the side starch at this time. Wilt the
spinach in another pan and drain well. Add the
spinach, tomatoes and seasonings to the stew
and cook until the sweet potatoes are tender.
Adjust seasoning and serve over the starch,
garnishing each bowl with peanuts, julienned
spinach and fresh herbs.
To cook hulled millet, a native African food
source and one of the oldest domesticated
grains, toast one cup of millet in a hot pan with
2 teaspoons butter or oil, stirring constantly for
at least three minutes. The toasting grains will
give off a nutty aroma.
Add twice the volume of water or stock, some
salt (and a pinch of saffron if you like) and bring
to a boil. Cover, reduce heat to a bare simmer
and allow the millet to absorb most of the liquid
(about 20 minutes). Move the covered pot off the
heat and let it sit for an additional 10 minutes to
finish cooking.
Fluff the millet with a fork and add any
additional seasonings. Serve warm, as millet
does not hold well once cooked. Try not to stir
the millet once the liquid is added, as millet
can disintegrate and become gummy.
This is a great option for gluten-free cooking.
Combined with cooked beans, it is a complete
protein, perfect for vegetarians or vegans who
need amino acids in their diets.

From Fat to Fabulous:The World’s Most Popular Fast Food
BY E.S. ABRAMSON | AAAuthor@aol.com

T

he Earl of Sandwich did not do our waistlines any favors when
he invented the sandwich in 1762. History records that John
Montagu, the fourth Earl of Sandwich, had his hands full as First
Sea Lord commanding the British Navy and as a dedicated gambler
with a love of day-long card games.
This led to little time for eating. His idea for the sandwich came
up at the card table. He had waiters put pieces of meat between
two slices of bread so he wouldn’t get his fingers greasy or have the
cards slip out of his hands while he played. From then on, it did not
matter if he was fighting great sea battles or laying down a royal
flush: he could eat food without much fuss.
Today the sandwich is the world’s most popular fast food. Like
canned, frozen, and other processed foods, it contains huge amounts
of carbohydrates and refined sugars that make waistlines bulge and
scales groan.
This week my husband and I ate dinner at Farina Alto Pizzeria
(10721 Montgomery Blvd. NE). We tried the minestrone soup. What
came was a tomato-based pasta dish with two huge hunks of bread.
We searched in vain for the vegetables minestrone soup usually
has, but could not find a one. The buttered bread appeared to have

been put under the broiler. It was so black, I sent it back.
We split a spinach salad, which consisted of spinach, sliced
crimini mushrooms, shallots, pancetta, chopped egg and balsamic
vinaigrette dressing. I left off the pancetta because I discovered that
I gain weight every time I eat it. Each portion was a good size and
came with two more thick hunks of blackened buttered bread.
For our entrée, we ordered the house-made ravioli. It was covered
in a beef and tomato sauce. And, you guessed it: each entree arrived
with more hunks of blackened buttered bread.
As is our custom, my husband and I had unsweetened ice tea
without ice or lemon to drink.
We were greatly disappointed in this meal because we were
expecting more meat and vegetables, not a heavily-carbohydrateladen pasta and bread meal. If I had wanted to gain weight this
would have been the restaurant to do it in.
E.S. Abramson has lost and kept off more then 100 pounds in seven years
and is the author of “From Fat to Fabulous — A Diet Guide for Restaurant
Lovers” and several other titles.

Disclaimer: The information in this article reflects E.S. Abramson’s
experiences and opinions and is not intended to replace medical advice.
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Food Justice Documentary
Director Comes to Guild
BY JOSEPH HILLMAN

“W
All the best food news for
Albuquerque and beyond

The Feed
BY BENJAMIN WEBB
food@freeabq.com

La Cumbre
Brewing Co.

continued their 4-year winning
streak in the IPA category for
New Mexico at the National IPA
Championships.
3313 Girard Blvd. NE

505 Foodfights

has announced the roster of
amazing chefs competing in
Season 3, which will begin on
May 11 and end in February 2018.
Visit facebook.com/505foodfights
for a complete list of the 16
competing chefs.

Sahara
Middle Eastern
Eatery’s

owners say they will be
expanding into the Albuquerque
Uptown Shopping Center with
a 900-square-foot building in the
northeast corner. They plan to
offer most of their menu from
the original location at
2622 Central Blvd. SE.

Barbacoa El Primo

The former food truck has opened
a brick-and-mortar in the old
Blake’s Lotaburger location at
the corner of Zuni Road and
Adams Street. They will offer
traditional lamb tacos and more.
Buena suerte on their grand
opening this weekend.
314 Adams St. SE

Plaza Cafe Southside

has gone political in a unique way.
A message at the bottom of
each customer receipt reads
“Immigrants make America great.
They also cooked your food and
served you today.”
3466 Zafarano Dr., Santa Fe

hat comes
to your
mind when you hear
Monsanto?” asked
the vice president of
government relations
for Monsanto.
Presumably he
expected an answer
related to providing
food for the world,
or cheap produce on
grocery shelves, but
Albuquerque-based
director Katie Curran
painted a wholly
different picture
Kenyan tea farmers are paid eight cents for each
of the biochemical
kilogram of tea harvested and are only allowed to farm
corporation, and the
for tea. Several farmers have been killed by police for
globalized
protesting restrictions and prices. Photo: Katie Curran
agriculture industry
as a whole, in her
documentary “Greening the
‘Greening the Revolution’
Revolution.”
March 18 and 19, 1 p.m.
Monsanto has increasingly become
Guild Cinema, 3405 Central Ave. NE
a household name, due in part to
guildcinema.com
its increasing share of global food
Screening of the documentary will be
production and pioneering efforts
followed by a Q&A session with
to research, use and normalize
director, Katie Curran.
genetically modified organisms,
Ticket proceeds go to funding
known as GMOs.
her next project, which focuses on
While there is much research and
justice for women through
journalism about GMOs, Curran said
social
grassroots movements.
she “wanted to look at why there was
starvation in some parts of the world
Sponsored by the UNM Food Justice
and complete overabundance in other
Initiative and Food and Water Watch
parts,” and how Monsanto and other
corporations have used their products
free-market global capitalism has
and connections to governments
induced, it also presents examples
around the globe to create such a
of people successfully fighting back
world of imbalance.
— this was the initial impetus for
Curran traveled to eight different
Curran’s endeavor.
countries over five years to provide
“I wanted to show some of the
case studies of how families and comtangible
things that can be done, as
munities have experienced the effects
well
as
the
political and economic
of free-trade agreements, corporate
conditions needed [to create sustaingreed and government complicity in
able agriculture],” she added.
that greed.
Curran provided several examples
The case studies include a woman
of
this “revolution” in her film, such
who makes mud pies for people in
as
the Zapatistas in Chiapas,
Haiti who cannot afford actual food, a
Mexico,
who fought to reclaim land
family in India whose son killed himfor
indigenous
farmers; Zambian
self by drinking the pesticides that put
Women
in
Agriculture,
a group that
him in debt, and residents in the Pine
helps women grow their own food as
Ridge Reservation in South Dakota,
a means of financial independence;
the poorest county in the country with
and the Coalition of Immokalee
one of the highest rates of diabetes.
Workers, who successfully fought
“All of these issues are related to the
for higher wages and better working
central idea that you should profit off
conditions for migrant workers
of people’s need to eat,” Curran said.
in Florida.
While the film makes a point
to showcase the suffering that

Joseph Hillman is a freelance reporter.
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‘Kong: Skull Island’
BY DAVID LYNCH | film@freeabq.com

Want to Help New Mexico’s Wildlife?

T

he familiar question
“Kong: Skull Island”
seems to want to pose is:
How powerless is man and
his weapons when faced
with nature’s most threatening forces?
The more appropriate question
would be: How much subpar filmmak-

Screen
MALE
Open ethnicity, 18-30 — Male
Must have great-looking,
tattooed legs
“Talking Legs” Web Series
Shoots March 15
Santa Fe NM
Email legs shots to
hdfilmnoir@gmail.com
PAID
Open ethnicity, 8-10 — Ben
“Pieces of a Dream”
Auditions in Santa Fe
Send headshot and resume to
srlomatthews@gmail.com
Caucasian, 30-35 — Henrie
“Pieces of a Dream”
Auditions in Santa Fe
Send headshot and resume to
srlomatthews@gmail.com
Open ethnicity, 18+ — Various
“Hyde Park”
Albuquerque/Santa Fe
Send resume and headshot to
nick@prestigiousfilms.com
PAID positions available
Open ethnicity, 40s — Franklin
Untitled sci-fi feature
Filming in March/April, 2017

Send resume and headshots to
JBReflectionFilms@gmail.com

FEMALE
Open ethnicity, 18-30 — Female
Must have great-looking,
tattooed legs
“Talking Legs” Web Series
Shoots March 15
Santa Fe NM
Email legs shots to
hdfilmnoir@gmail.com
PAID
Caucasian, 30-35 — Marian
“Pieces of a Dream”
Auditions in Santa Fe
Send headshot and resume to
srlomatthews@gmail.com
Caucasian, 18-25
“Alone On Earth”
Shoots in Albuquerque,
June 20-24
Send resume and headshot to
warheadfilms@yahoo.com
Open ethnicity, 18+— Saloon
Madame
“Hyde Park”
Albuquerque/Santa Fe
Send resume and headshot to
nick@prestigiousfilms.com

‘Out of My Head’
BY BRADLEY T. SCHUMAN | music@freeabq.com

Open ethnicity, 30s — Andrea
Untitled sci-fi feature
Filming in March/April, 2017
Send resume and headshots to
JBReflectionFilms@gmail.com

OPEN GENDER
African American, 0-2,
twins preferred
“Fast Color”
Scene shooting in ABQ in March
Send photo with weight, height,
parent’s name and number to
castingabq@gmail.com

Open ethnicity — Party Goers
“Alone On Earth”
Shoots in Albuquerque,
June 20-24
Send resume and headshot to
warheadfilms@yahoo.com
Caucasian, baby (1 year old)
“Alone On Earth”
Shoots in Albuquerque,
June 20-24
Send resume and headshot to
warheadfilms@yahoo.com

Open ethnicity, 20s-30s
Unique look
“Midnight, Texas”
Must have valid ID
Visit lathamcasting.com
PAID
Open ethnicity, all ages
People who look like they reside
in a small Texas town
“Midnight, Texas”
Must have valid ID
Visit lathamcasting.com
PAID

Want your casting or crew call listed here? Send an email to
callboard@freeabq.com

BY CHRISTA VALDEZ | christavaldez.com

W

T

een local artist Jenna Dunlap is a
one-woman show, just her and a
guitar.
Her debut album, “Out of My Head”
is short, but sweet. The six tracks
feature wistful vocals delivered in the

Photo: nicoletaionescu

New Mexico Films Make Splash Worldwide
eb series are becoming serious business in
our state.
With the massive influx of big studio pictures and
television shows making their home in New Mexico,
our local crew, talent and filmmakers are rapidly raising their level of experience and are able to create
original, homegrown content at a breakneck pace.
The reigning champion of New Mexico’s YouTube
scene is undoubtedly the irreverent Master Ken,
aka filmmaker Matt Page, who teaches the fictional
mixed martial art Ameri-Do-Te in the web series
“Enter the Dojo.”
Filmed in Albuquerque, Matt Page and his team
have been viewed millions of times all over
the world.
Albuquerque’s own political satire series “New
Mexico Inquisition” is rapidly growing in popularity
as the general public seems hungry for an inclusive
and humorous look into the politics that affect our
communities on a local level.
Another satirical series that lifts the veil on the
local performing arts scene is “Thank You, 5.” The
Albuquerque web comedy is rife with local
performers and filmmakers getting to the top of
their game.

ing can an audience endure
to get to the eye candy?
“Kong’s” high-flying
action set pieces are
entertaining enough, but
its non-inventive plot and
complete confusion of how
to handle its characters almost makes it
not worth the trip at all.

Gone are the days of Albuquerque being most
famous for occasional features on “COPS,” or the
infamy of horrid area news stories going national.
Local media makers are raising the bar on what
our great state is globally recognized for. Beyond
“Breaking Bad,” and even “Wolverine,”productions
made by hometown heroes are becoming the
new normal.
Beyond the value of high volume views is the
growing recognition from the international
film community.
Independent New Mexico productions are no
strangers to world-renowned film festivals, where
many area creations are likely more well-known to
an international audience than to those right here at
home.
Locally-made short film, “Secondhand Sunset,”
filmed entirely in Bosque Farms, is joining the ranks
of the many New Mexico films that have screened at
the Short Film Corner of the Cannes Film Festival.
The movie, created by Mixed Minds Productions for
the 2016 Albuquerque 48 Hour Film Project, will be
seen at the prestigious event this year.
A quick and easy way to amplify New Mexico’s
greatness is to support a local movie team.

Photo © Steven DeRoma Photography

Enroll in Wildlife Rescue New Mexico

ANNUAL VOLUNTEER TRAINING
We can use your help in returning
injured and orphaned animals back into the wild.

Saturday, April 1, 9 a.m.-2 p.m.(Clinic

training Part 1)

Saturday, April 8, 9 a.m.-2 p.m.(Clinic

training Part 2)

Saturday, April 22, 10 a.m.-12:30 p.m.

(Mammal training)

Water and snacks provided but we encourage you to bring
your own lunch. Each session has a half-hour break.
Cost of training manual: $25

Reserve your spot at
wri.volunteer@gmail.com
Join in Wildlife Rescue
New Mexico’s efforts.
Last year we cared for
more than 2,000 wild
animals.

New Mexico film expert Christa Valdez, of
OneHeadlightInk.com and ChristaValdez.com, reports
on movie industry news for ABQ Free Press Weekly.

‘Kiss Me Kate’

If you want to help, we have
THREE TRAINING SESSIONS this year:

Come to the Wildlife Rescue Clinic, 2901 Candelaria Rd. N.W.
(located at the entrance to the Rio Grande Nature Center)

It’s an investment in the future of New Mexico to
take the time to seek out local creatives and lend
them an ounce of support — from viewing and
sharing their work, to pitching in on productions.
The foundation has been laid by hardworking
filmmakers all over the state. Let’s get on board with
supporting our own.

Check out Jenna Dunlap live at her
CD release March 25
at Monte Vista Fire Station, 3201
Central Ave. NE, Albuquerque

BY ASHLEY KURTZ | theater@freeabq.com

“K

iss Me Kate”
is an “Inception”-style play within
a musical, produced
by Landmark Musicals.
The musical is a
fun one, with the
credit going to its leading players. Amy
Poland and Erick Seelinger give such
enigmatic, enthusiastic and hilarious
performances that it makes it almost
impossible to look away.

SIGN UP TODAY!
For more info, call:
(505) 344-2500

Choreographed by
Louis and Courtney
Giannini, the dance
numbers are sure to
make audiences want
to get up and dance
along.
You’ll want to dance too, through
March 26 at UNM’s Rodey Theater.

Tickets: unmtickets.com

‘Mustache Shenanigans’

JOBS INCLUDE:
• Feeding the animals
• Receiving injured and orphaned animals
• Transport
• Cleaning cages, enclosures
• Releasing birds back into the wild
• Office and telephone help
• Manning booths at shows, events

style of Feist,
Daughter or
Anna Nalick, over
skillful guitar
occasionally
peppered with
bits of piano
and simple percussion.
Dunlap excels at making emotional
overtures with more heartbreak to
them than your average teen ought to
have, and she does it well.

BY JYLLIAN ROACH | jyllian@freeabq.com

I

t should surprise no one that Jay
Chandrasekhar, one-fifth of the
genius comedy troupe behind “Super
Troopers” and “Beerfest,” would be
able to write a funny and thoughtful
autobiography on the formation of
Broken Lizard and their subsequent
foray into indie film.
What was surprising was the way he
offered an unvarnished glimpse into
the realities of being a brown-skinned
American and a comedian in an era
when booze and drugs were

commonplace
comedian fuel.
“Mustache
Shenanigans”
is a boisterous
read that tells
the truth about
comedy, film,
and everything
in between
without lecturing
or depressing the reader. Find it on
bookshelves March 28.

ENVIRONMENT
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Valle de Oro:The First Urban Wildlife Refuge in the Southwest

Trump Voters Tell Us Why They Backed Him

BY SARA MACNEIL | saramac456@msn.com

From the Editor:

A

South Valley community stopped
570 acres of land from becoming
a sewage site in the 90s by initiating
the first urban wildlife refuge in the
Southwest.
When the owner of a dairy farm
was looking to sell their land, a waste
treatment facility planned to expand
their site onto the property.
Residents of the Mountain View
neighborhood protested, wrote letters,
and went to public meetings, and the
property owner decided to listen to
what the neighborhood wanted.

Through community effort the land
eventually came under protection of
the United States Fish and Wildlife
Service.
The USFWS began buying areas of
the land in 2012. By 2014, the USFWS
bought 570 acres of land and water
rights at $18.5 million, with 50 percent
of that amount from federal funds.
The other half of the money came
from community fundraising. The
Mountain View neighborhood
named the national wildlife refuge,
Valle de Oro.
“Valle de Oro is a victory because
the property could have been
developed for industrial use,” said
Juan Lopez, president of the Mountain

View Neighborhood Association.
The refuge’s visitor center will have
information on the history of Mountain View, Lopez said. “The refuge
will let those outside of the community know about the conditions that we
deal with on a daily basis,” he said.
Valle de Oro is the only community
open space in the area and there are
no parks in the neighborhood.
Valle de Oro is similar to a national
park and more formal than a city park.
As a national wildlife refuge and
federal facility, the refuge has its own
law enforcement to secure
the facility. The main
purpose of the refuge is to
preserve and protect the
wildlife of the area.
“We are building the
refuge for the people of
Albuquerque, but it will
also be a great place for
visitors who come to our
city,” Refuge Manager
Jennifer Owen-White said.
Wildlife refuges tend
to attract people from
all over the world. One
example is the Bosque del
Apache National Wildlife
Refuge’s Festival of the Cranes in
Socorro, New Mexico, which attracts
thousands of visitors every year.
Valle de Oro is 5 miles south of
Albuquerque on Second Street. Although there are more than 565
national wildlife refuges across the
country, most are located in rural areas.
It is also unique for being built in
close collaboration with the community. One community project involved
20 high school and college students
building a fence designed by Ace
Leadership High School students
around the boundary of the refuge.
Executive Director of Friends of
Valle de Oro, Aryn Lebrake, said
the design plan for Valle de Oro is
to restore the area
back to its historical
landscape. She said
the Rio Grande
River used to flood,
allowing migratory
birds to gather at
the site. As part of
the restoration plan,
areas of the land
will be excavated to
allow water to settle.
These wetlands
will also help filter
runoff water before

In our March 7-14 issue, I invited supporters
of Donald Trump to write us to explain why they
voted for him. Some representative responses
are below, edited for length.
		
— Dan Vukelich, editor

the president is to keep our homeland safe.
As I watched some of my friends drop insurance
coverage because it had gotten too expensive under
Obamacare, it made sense to me that the healthcare

To the Editor:

You have got to be kidding! After
all the vitriol and negative editorials,
reports and general hate language
directed to Donald Trump, the
candidate, and now Donald Trump,
the president, in your publication,
you now throw a bone to his loyal
supporters of which I am one. …
I suggest you do your own research
and perform your journalistic duty
to find the many examples of his
leadership talent, sane immigration,
health, tax and economic policies
and courageous goal to “drain the
swamp.”
I understand a publication’s
catering to their audience, however,
unless you can present opposing
views weekly in your editorials and
news you are correctly characterized
as an alternative press.
		
— Carol C. Adams

To the Editor:

The election of … Donald Trump,
the most significant political outcome
in history, is grounded in truth and
justice.
		
– Anonymous

To the Editor:

it enters the Rio Grande.
Lebrake said the Friends of
Valle de Oro is debuting an
interactive phone app for the
refuge at the site March 25. The app
features a bilingual guided tour
and a trivia game.
“It’s so people can still hang out
with their phones because that’s
comfortable, but they can also
engage in nature and learn about
wildlife in the area,” Lebrake said.
Valle de Oro is open to visitors
every day from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.,
and it’s free to get in.
Sara MacNeil is an ABQ Free Press Weekly
reporter.

To the Editor:

Voting for Trump was a no-brainer.
Our country was built on the backs
of hardworking men, and women.
Not men and women with their
hands out crying poverty and asking
what the government has done for
them lately.
Welfare was never meant to be a
lifestyle, but a stop gap until you
could pull yourself up again by your
bootstraps. The liberal poster boy,
FDR, pulled us out of the depression
with WPA projects all across this
country.
Men were working for 25 and 30
cents an hour and damn glad to be
making that money. Fast-forward to
2017 and somewhere along the line people got lazy
with their hands out and not willing to work.
Time to have welfare recipients, if able bodied, to
do job searches such as required for unemployment
compensation.
		
— John Heffner

system had to be redone from top to bottom; a
simple twist and fix would not be enough.
Finally, I saw him as a do-er, a mover and shaker,
and Lord knows we need someone to shake up
Washington.
		
— Mary A Lombardo

To the Editor:

To the Editor:

I voted for Donald Trump because much of what
he said was just plain common sense.
A wall with a great big door! I liked that idea a lot!
Yes, we should always welcome refugees and
immigrants to our country, but the idea of thoroughly vetting newcomers, especially from those
countries President Obama had targeted as havens
for terrorism made sense to me. After all, the job of

he would do, which is completely contrary to every
other politician I have ever tracked. I don’t agree
with the scope of all he proposed, and expect some
of that will moderate as Congress works on authorizing the various programs.
I am irritated by his tweets, but then I
think the whole twitter concept is juvenile. I believe much of what you claim
are lies are more like exaggerations.
“Millions of illegal votes” for example – well, no, not millions but several
hundred have been proven, maybe a
thousand or two.
I am particularly glad that he is now
enforcing laws that remain on the
books – some passed by Democrats –
that the previous administration just
decided not to enforce, such as
welfare to work, deportation of illegal
trespassers.
		
— Gary L. Hoe

I didn’t vote for Trump so much as voted against
the pure evil alternative. I wouldn’t have minded if
Gary Johnson had won.
The U.S. Constitution only has three qualifications
for president: age, residency, and natural citizenship.
Anything else you think he is not qualified for is
only an opinion.
At least, the man has started doing what he said

I have been a supporter of Donald
Trump since he announced his candidacy back in June of 2015. Since then,
he has been continuously slandered
and ridiculed by the media, academia,
the global elite and countless citizens of
this country on a near-daily basis.
It’s easy to mock … Trump in today’s
political climate, as people risk zero
public scrutiny or political capital for
their verbal assaults on him. Being a
Trump supporter is much harder as
you instantly have an “ism” attached
to you.
I voted for him because I felt it
was time for real change in this amazing country
of ours. He ran on promises of controlling illegal
immigration, restoring prosperity and opportunity
for all American citizens, reforming the VA, ending
the global interventionist strategies that have been
championed by previous administrations for the
past 25 years, and most importantly shedding a
light on the waste, fraud, abuse and corruption in
Washington, D.C.
Most importantly, Trump has called out the national media for what it truly is – dishonest. … This
Trump supporter will no longer be fooled by the
global elites and the hoaxing media. Being a Trump
supporter is the new “Punk Rock.”
		
— @kevbojones
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Workers cut concrete outside the Chocolate Dude, a café at 339 Central Ave. NE.

A crew works in a hole at the intersection of Girard Boulevard and Central Avenue.

Transit Group Predicts Fed Money for

Won’t Materialize

BY DENNIS DOMRZALSKI | dennis@freeabq.com

Berry Administration
Maintains It’s Coming

M

ayoral candidate Brian Colón says that Mayor Richard
Berry’s administration dismisses people who question
whether the city will get all, or even any, of its federal grant
money to complete the $126 million Albuquerque Rapid Transit
project as wackos who “are wearing a tinfoil hat.”
If that’s the case, Berry’s minions will have to start accusing a
Washington, D.C.-based transit advocacy group of slapping rolls
of Reynolds Wrap on their heads.
On March 9, Transportation for America, a group of elected
officials, business people and civic leaders that advocates for
“smart, homegrown, locally driven transportation solutions,”
raised the possibility that the Trump administration could kill or
greatly reduce funding for the Small Starts grant program — the
source of the federal money the city needs to complete ART.
“Despite the ongoing discussion emanating from the White
House about a $1 trillion infrastructure package, over the next
few weeks, we’ll discover where the Trump administration’s
transportation priorities truly lie as they release their first budget,
one which could very well slash funding for competitive
multimodal grants and transit capital construction,” TFA said in
its newsletter.
“While the bulk of annual federal transportation spending is
sourced from the highway trust fund and could be somewhat
insulated from the worst of these cuts, discretionary cuts would
fall disproportionately on funding for new transit.”

With ART more than 20 percent complete, the city has paid,
or committed to pay, $35.8 million for construction and electric
buses. That represents 63 percent of the $57.2 million in local
money and previous federal grant money that the city has on
hand for the project.
What the city doesn’t have is final approval from the Federal
Transit Administration for the $69 million in Small Starts money
it needs to complete ART. That raises the question of what the city
will do if it doesn’t get all of its federal money, or if it doesn’t get
any of it.
So far, the Berry administration hasn’t put forward any c
ontingency plan, despite being asked for one by the City Council.
Instead of a plan, the city has repeatedly insisted that no city that
has advanced this far in the grant process has been denied a
Small Starts grant.
Mayoral spokeswoman Rhiannon Samuel gave ABQ Free Press
Weekly this statement when asked what the city would do if it
didn’t get all of its requested federal grant money:
“In the unlikely event that the full funding is not awarded, the
city will need to evaluate all the resources available at that time,
including other federal funds, in order to complete the project.”
The city’s refrain that no city has ever been denied federal
transit funds offends Colón, who said that with the unpredictable
Trump in office, previous history doesn’t matter.
“If this happens, [the city gets reduced federal funding, or none
at all] it will be a complete disaster,” said Colón, a Democrat
running for mayor. “We have a federal administration that is noholds barred. A new day has dawned in the federal government.
He [Berry] needs to tell the public what his Plan B is,” Colón said.

“It’s not fair to say this has never happened before, and it’s not
fair to say that anybody who questions whether we’ll get funding,
that they are wearing a tinfoil hat.”
State Auditor Tim Keller, who is also running for mayor, said
that any scenario short of full federal funding “is a terrible
scenario, no matter what.”
If the city keeps building ART, it will have to pay the general
contractor, Bradbury Stamm Construction, for all of the work it
has done. And if the city doesn’t get its federal money, it would
have to find it elsewhere.
“You have to pay, no matter what,” Keller said, adding that
bond rating companies would downgrade the city’s bond rating
if it carried a large, unfunded debt on its books.
So what could the city do, if in April or May, it learns that it
won’t get ART funding?
It could order an immediate halt to construction and try to
redesign the project to fit the reduced funding. Or it could look
for more money.
Pete Dinelli, a former city councilor and city chief public safety
officer, said a likely option would be for the city to sell revenue
bonds, which would be paid off with gross receipts tax revenue.
That route would require the votes of seven of the nine city
councilors.
Dinelli also said the city could cancel its $23 million bus order
for ART and use that money for construction.
Keller said just stopping the project isn’t an option. “The new
mayor has to be ready to make the best of it or deal with a huge
hole in the road,” Keller said.
Dennis Domrzalski is an associate editor at ABQ Free Press.

Workmen fill in what used to be part of the sidewalk at Central Avenue and Columbia Drive Southeast. Photos: Johnny Vizcaino
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Customers, Friends Stand Up for Winning Coffee
BY MATTHEW REISEN | reisennm@unm.edu

W

inning Coffee, a 20-year icon of the university
area in dire straits because of the construction of the controversial Albuquerque Rapid Transit
project, is getting a helping hand from the community.
“This is the first time we’ve been in real trouble,”
said Richard Van Schouwen, co-owner of the café at
111 Harvard Drive SE, a few steps south of Central
Avenue, which is torn up. “It’s definitely owing to
the street project.”
“We didn’t really see it coming,” he said.
Van Schouwen said he has felt a “significant” impact as business is down 15 percent from last year,
since ART construction took over Central.
“Which maybe doesn’t seem like a lot, but there’s
not a huge margin to our business,” he said. “Fifteen
percent means that we’re underwater.”
Van Schouwen is used to a slump when UNM is
not in session during winter break, but this time
around there was no “bounce back” in January.
“We were running out of options, and we felt like
we were in a position where we would be forced to
sell or close,” he said.

Helping hand

And that’s when the employees and community
stepped in, Van Schouwen said, after managers held
a meeting with employees to give them the bad
news. That sparked the café’s employees to start
an Indiegogo campaign that so far has raised more

Co-owner Richard Van Schouwen
is used to a slump when UNM is
not in session during winter break,
but this time around there was
no ‘bounce back’ in January
than $8,000 toward a target of $30,000.
Van Schouwen said his rent runs around $4,000 a
month, and each time he needs to reorder coffee, he
shells out $5,000 to $10,000.
“You can see how you can get into a tight spot
really quick, if you’re not making money,” he said.
“We can tighten our belts and find ways to save
costs, but this came up really quickly.”
The downturn was especially unexpected as Winning Coffee is in a pedestrian-dense neighborhood
and is not dependent on vehicle access, with many
customers who walk or bike to the coffee shop.
Van Schouwen said, at this point, it’s more about
stigma than accessibility.
“It’s more of a psychological thing – they’re just
thinking about this whole area as a mess and avoiding it in general,” he said. “It can be just a small tilt
in your thinking and results in a significant drop in
our numbers.”
Van Schouwen, who describes himself and
co-owner Sandy Timmerman as “generally pro-public transportation people,” said the project doesn’t
make a lot of sense because he sees the Rapid Ride
bus along Central as being underutilized.

The community responded with $8,000 to help with an Indiegogo campaign started by Winning Coffee’s
employees in a bid to keep the café open. Photo: Matthew Reisen

“If it works, fantastic,” he said. “As far as how the
planning and process went – the fact that it really
ran roughshod over the people whose lives and
livings are at stake – it doesn’t impress me.”
What is impressive, Van Schouwen said, has been
the support from the community.
“It’s super embarrassing, and people are being
really nice,” Van Schouwen said, fighting back tears.
“It cracks me up on a daily basis.”
ART spokesperson Joanie Griffin said the city
appreciates how hard construction is for the small
businesses along Central, adding that the city has
instituted a variety of programs to help businesses.
Van Schouwen said, long before the start of the
construction, somebody “dropped off a business
card” and “several bus passes.”
Winning Coffee just recently got in touch with
the Small Business Resource Collaborative, he said,
adding that it has been “really helpful” in organizing a block party on April 1 to raise awareness.

Customers’ take

Tony Vignali, who has been going to Winning Coffee for 17 years, said he has noticed far fewer people
come around due to the construction.
“They’ve let everything else go, for the sake of
this,” he said, “and it may or may not work – remains to be seen.”
The city should have weighed other options,
Vignali said, calling the project “unnecessary” and
“ill-conceived.”
While public transportation on Central could have
used improvements, he said, “It functioned.”
“I don’t know where they think the ridership is

going to come from,” he said. “It could be wonderful. I don’t think so, but you don’t know until it
happens.”
Circe Harrison called it “cruel irony” that the
acronym, ART, for Mayor Richard Berry’s project,
now threatens the artistic and open-minded scene a
place like Winning Coffee provides.

Patron Tony Vignali calls
the ART project ‘unnecessary’
and ‘ill-conceived’
“Just the conversations I have had here have
changed my life, not even the coffee,” she said. “I
love this place.”
Harrison said the project is based on “gentrification” and an investment that “no one wanted” and
“no one asked for.”
Van Schouwen said that while rumors have been
flying around about ART being a “land grab” or to
push out small shops for more national retail stores,
there’s a political trend that seems to apply both to
ART and nationally.
“It just seems like there’s a new model in American politics, where instead of going into public
office to serve the public, you go into public office
to sell out the public,” he said. “Anytime a Republican mayor goes in for a big public transportation
project, I feel a little bit dubious.”
Matthew Reisen is an editor at the Daily Lobo.

The folks who produce ABQ Free Press Weekly — our

publishers, editors, writers, graphic artists, copyeditors,
sales people and delivery drivers — urge our readers to
support these Central Avenue merchants in their time
of need. Help the business people who have worked
to make and keep ‘Burque quirky.
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In Obamacare Repeal Fight,
N.M. is Screwed Either Way
BY DENNIS DOMRZALSKI | dennis@freeabq.com

N

ew Mexico’s Medicaid program was about to
get hit with a financial bomb under Obamacare,
but Congressional Republicans’ effort to rewrite the
Affordable Care Act could deliver a nuclear strike
here.
Whether we merely get bombed or severely
irradiated, fiscally speaking, depends on how the
Republicans deal with Medicaid expansion, which
Gov. Susana Martinez bought into in 2013.

Another possibility is the Republicans in charge
of Congress could cut off the expansion program,
and keep all those recently enrolled adults, but fund
them at lower levels, forcing states to cap the Medicaid coverage for any one individual.
“Where do we establish the baseline, pre-expansion, or post-expansion?” Dye said. “It could have
a devastating impact on our hospitals [because they
would be forced to care for people without health insurance]. The feds could say, ‘You’ve
got all this expansion coverage and
we’re going to give you zero percent.’”
The idea of people who have been
dropped from Medicaid showing
up in emergency rooms is not an
abstract one. Before the ACA and the
Medicaid expansion, New Mexico’s
hospitals spent about $300 million
a year in uncompensated care. That
dropped to $100 million a year under
the ACA and Medicaid
expansion. Dye said the hit to
hospitals would increase if Medicaid
eligibility is reduced.

ACA’s impact
Congressional Democrats are united in their opposition to the GOP’s
plan to repeal and replace the Affordable Care Act. Photo: The Federalist

In the worst-case scenario, the state could lose
more than $1.4 billion in federal Medicaid money —
no small amount for an impoverished state whose
GDP was just $86 billion in 2015.
More to the point, the state could be forced to
drop about 266,000 non-disabled, low-income adults
from the Medicaid program. In all, 904,258 New
Mexicans, about 347,000 of them children, were on
Medicaid last month.
Those kicked out of the program would have to
scramble for medical coverage or simply forego
medical insurance and, when sick, show up in
hospital emergency rooms where they by law have
to be treated — ultimately at the expense of insured
people.

The options

Republicans want any cuts to take effect in 2020,
but how they do it is the key. One option is to tell
the states that their federal Medicaid match will
be funded at pre-expansion levels, said Jeff Dye,
president and CEO of the New Mexico Hospital
Association.
If that happens, New Mexico would be hardpressed to come up with $1.4 billion, the amount the
feds now pay for those 266,000 adults covered since
the Medicaid expansion here started in 2013. The
state already spends $1.2 billion of its $6.1 billion
budget on Medicaid.

New Mexico and other states
that expanded their Medicaid
populations knew they were in for
rough sledding even if Obamacare

isn’t repealed.
That’s because for the first few years of the ACA,
the feds picked up 100 percent of the cost of those
new, adult enrollees.
But even if the ACA survives the GOP assault,
Washington is scheduled to ratchet down its contribution to 90 percent of that cost by 2020— leaving
New Mexico with a $400 million funding gap to
cover those expansion adults who joined since 2013.

The GOP Plan’s
Details, so Far

T

he bipartisan Congressional Budget Office estimates 24 million Americans will
lose health coverage over ten years under
the Republicans’ proposed replacement for
Obamacare.
Dr. Martin Hickey, CEO of New Mexico
Health Connections, said it’s unlikely the
plan will make it intact through the U.S.
Senate as drafted. “I don’t think we are near
what it is going to be as a finished product
for the House,” Hickey said
Here are key components of the
Republicans’ package, as it stands now:
- Continue the prohibition against
denying coverage to people with pre-existing conditions.
- Continue the ban on lifetime coverage
caps.
- Continue to allow young people to
remain on their parents’ coverage until the
age of 26.
- Repeal the mandate to buy health insurance or face a tax penalty and instead allow
insurers to charge a one-time 30-percent
premium penalty to people who let their
insurance lapse for more than 63 days.
- Increase costs for older people by allowing premiums five times higher than those
charged younger customers. The ACA limits
the age-related premium ratio to 3-to-1.
- Eliminate the ACA’s premium subsidies
and replace them with age-based refundable
tax credits.
- Eliminate the requirement that large
employers offer coverage to full-time
employees.
- Set aside $100 billion over nine years to
encourage states to establish high-risk pools
for really sick people. Segregating those
people into their own risk pools would make
insurance for everyone else cheaper.

Dennis Domrzalski is an associate editor at
ABQ Free Press Weekly.

Our Welfare State
Medicaid is a federal-state program to provide medical
coverage for children from low-income
families and the disabled. Non-disabled low-income adults
became eligible when New Mexico’s Medicaid program was
expanded in 2013 under the Affordable Care Act.

Here’s who’s in the program:

Population of New Mexico: 2.08 million
New Mexicans on Medicaid last month: 904,258
Percentage of New Mexicans on Medicaid last month: 43.4
Estimated New Mexico enrollment by June 2018: 950,000
Source: State Human Services Department
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Meet UNM Athletics’ Thorn in the Side
BY ANDY LYMAN
NM POLITICAL REPORT |

A

andy@nmpoliticalreport.com

n apartment in downtown Chicago overlooking
the historic Navy Pier is probably the last place
University of New Mexico officials would expect
some of the most ardent criticism of their athletics
program. But that’s exactly where the shots are
being fired from.
Since November,
journalist Daniel
Libit has been writing
investigative stories
about the UNM athletic department on his
self-published website,
NMFishbowl.com.
He received probably
the most attention yet
when he filed an open
records lawsuit last
week against the UNM
Foundation arguing
that the nonprofit
Daniel Libit
organization should
be held to the same
transparency standards as the university itself.
The lawsuit stems from records Libit requested
from the UNM Foundation as well as from the
school itself regarding information on the naming rights of Wise Pies Arena (aka The Pit). UNM
contended the information Libit requested could be
provided only by the UNM Foundation.
The UNM Foundation reportedly told Libit the
school’s nonprofit, stand-alone fundraising arm was
not required to comply with the state’s Inspection of
Public Records Act, which applies to public agencies
across New Mexico.
“What’s my beef with UNM? None personally,”
Libit said in a phone interview from his apartment
in Chicago.
Known nationally as a political reporter, Libit
worked for Politico, covered the 2016 presidential
election for CNBC.com and in 2013 wrote an indepth look at Gov. Susana Martinez’s top political
adviser, Jay McCleskey, for National Journal.
Libit told NM Political Report that he has long
wanted to take a deep dive into a college athletic
department and that UNM seemed like an obvious
choice because he’s been following its sports programs since he was a teenager.
Libit got his start in journalism as an intern covering sports for the now-defunct Albuquerque Tribune
while he was at Albuquerque Academy.
“UNM was my easiest frame of reference,” Libit
said.
Still, he said, there are plenty of rumors about why
he chose to focus on UNM. He’s even heard that his
family has a deep-seated hatred of the former and
current men’s basketball coaches. He laughs off the
thought of having a personal vendetta against his
subjects.
“I have enjoyed the rumors of the impetus of why
I’m doing this,” Libit said. “My favorite one is that
my father, who is deceased, got crosswise with Craig
Neal and Steve Alford while they were all in Iowa.”

“My father, who is dead, never stepped foot in
the state of Iowa,” Libit added. “[He] never would
know these people. All he ever was, was a casual
Lobo fan.”
While Libit denies a grudge against UNM, he is a
self-described “college athletic cynic to the core.”
The name NMFishbowl, Libit said, comes from
years of athletic officials complaining they are
constantly being overly examined as if they are in a
fishbowl. He said officials “have kind of constantly
and consistently complained of laboring beneath too
much scrutiny, which I have always thought of as
hilarious.”
“[The name was] my mocking of their complaints
over the years,” Libit said.

Reviewing Libit’s career trajectory, it becomes
more clear and less surprising that a national political journalist would use his skills to take apart one
of the less-controversial athletic departments in the
country.

Sports fan

Libit has followed UNM men’s basketball for most
of his life and started writing about recruitment
before he graduated from high school in 2001. His
interest in Lobos men’s basketball bordered on
obsession, said a former Albuquerque Tribune sports
writer.
Edgar Thompson, now a sports writer for the
Orlando Sentinel, wrote about the UNM men’s
basketball team for seven years for the now-defunct
Tribune. At the time, Thompson mentored Libit and
remembers how the teen was enamored with thenUNM coach Fran Fraschilla.
“He thought Fran hung the moon at that point,”
Thompson said, though Libit remembers it another
way. To Libit, Fraschilla “seemed to invite great
intrigue” when it came to recruitment.
Libit maintains he was not in love with Fraschilla.
And Fraschilla ultimately underwhelmed at UNM,
leaving after three years with a lackluster record. He
is now an analyst for ESPN.

While Libit shadowed Thompson as his mentor
covered Lobo men’s basketball, he developed a close
friendship with sports reporter Rick Maese. Maese,
now a sports reporter for The Washington Post,
remembers a young Libit in the late 1990s.
“He came into the newsroom as a young kid wearing a lot of urban wear and hip hop gear,” Maese
said. “Pants that were way too big.”
On Libit’s last day at The Tribune, the staff created a mock front page story about Libit moving to
Wisconsin for college. The front page depicts the
teen laughing while sitting next to and reportedly
bothering Maese. A second picture shows Libit’s
baggy pants with a caption that reads, “Here Libit
shows off a denim tent donated to his family by the
U.S. Army.”
Maese, who was later in Libit’s wedding, described him as a “highly intelligent guy who is a real
talent.” Maese said other reporters in The Tribune
newsroom knew how smart Libit was, something
Libit “would remind them as often as possible.”
“We knew when he was in the newsroom, he’s
very loud,” Maese said. “He’s got a big mouth, he’s
got big ears.”
That isn’t code for being a good listener, necessarily. “I meant physically,” Maese said.
Shortly after college at the University of Wisconsin, Libit moved away from sports and ventured
into political reporting. And he’s worked mostly as
a freelancer or contributing writer at various outlets.
Not tied down to any particular outfit, Libit said he
can generally work more freely on stories or topics
that interest him. To hear Maese talk, it’s in Libit’s
personality to work as a freelancer and to independently launch NMFishbowl.com.
“He kind of wants to go about things his own way
and do things in his own time and his own manner,”
Maese said.

Profile politics

Libit got his start in national reporting after
graduating by working for a relatively new political
news site called Politico. In 2008, he was interviewed
on television about an up-and-coming political
figure, Alaska Gov. Sarah Palin. Compared with
local reporters who had been covering her career in
Alaska, Libit admits today that he didn’t actually
know much about her.
“I said, ‘Oh, she’s popular in her home state,’
[which is] what everybody else who wasn’t actually
intently familiar with her was saying,” Libit said.
The experience inspired an article a few years later
when he began to see New Mexico Gov. Susana
Martinez attract similar national media praise.
Leading up to the 2012 presidential election, political analysts and commentators speculated Martinez
could be Republican nominee Mitt Romney’s vice
presidential pick. Libit began to see magazines print
profiles of Martinez that looked like his uninformed
take on Palin years before.
“I sort of saw a similar scenario with Gov. Martinez,” Libit said. “Here was somebody who seemed
like she was sort of one thing if you were sort of
cont. on page 20
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APD Lied, No Cop Was Sent in Victoria’s Case
BY DAN KLEIN

T

he Albuquerque Police Department is fond of saying, “If you
see something, say something,”
especially when it comes to the
abuse of children.
But the events leading up to
the murder of 9-year-old Victoria
Martens say otherwise.
After another 9-year-old, Omaree
Varela, was killed in December 2013, APD Chief
Gorden Eden promised that the department would
do a better job of protecting our children. Taxpayers
paid for a study that came up with new guidelines to
ensure that our most vulnerable children would be
protected.
Three years later, it appears that the only change at
APD has come in its ability to spin the news. It ignored
its own policy in the case of little Victoria, who in
August 2016
allegedly was
drugged, beaten,
raped, murdered
and mutilated by
her mother and
two others.
Victoria’s autopsy report revealed
that she was
infected with HPV
virus. Medical professionals say it takes several months
for HPV virus to show up, meaning Victoria had been
sexually molested for months prior to her death.

Call to CYFD
On March 28, 2016, several months before Victoria
was killed, the New Mexico Children, Youth and Families Department received an anonymous telephone
call. The caller said the girl’s mother’s ex-boyfriend
had attempted to kiss Victoria. CYFD reviewed the call
and, because it appeared that a crime may have been
committed, determined it fell outside the agency’s
jurisdiction.

On March 28, 2016,
several months before Victoria
was killed, the New Mexico
Children, Youth and Families
Department received an
anonymous telephone call.
The caller said the girl’s mother’s
ex-boyfriend had attempted
to kiss Victoria
Such cases must be referred to local law enforcement. In this case, APD received the referral. What
did APD do? According to police spokeswoman Celina
Espinoza, nothing.
The person at APD who reviewed the referral,
from their office, decided it was not a crime and did

not require police to talk to
Victoria. That’s right, without
even asking Victoria, a desk
jockey decided it wasn’t worth
having an officer go check
on her.
That’s different from what
Espinoza told the Albuquerque
Journal in January.
Espinoza told the morning
daily: “Detectives talked to
the mother, Michelle Martens,
and Victoria, but they didn’t
learn anything that gave them
probable cause to suggest a
crime had been committed.”
That is why detectives did not
write a police report, Espinoza
said at the time.
Another Journal article
reported, “When the Crimes
Against Children Unit was told
about the allegation of the mother’s ex-boyfriend
trying to kiss a young girl [Victoria], they went to
check it out. However, Espinoza said, they didn’t find
anything amiss.”
APD command was going to stick with what they
told the Journal, until ABQ Free Press Weekly
exposed the fact that APD’s Standard Operating
Procedure requires that a police report be generated
in each and every case of alleged or confirmed
crimes against a child. This would require a police
dispatch number and lapel video, which APD could
not provide. APD now admits the department didn’t
investigate.

Story changes
Incredibly, APD now says it is not a crime for a
grown man to kiss a little girl against her wishes.
That’s patently false. A New Mexico criminal statute,
NMSA Section 30-3-4, states, “Battery is the unlawful,
intentional touching or application of force to the
person of another, when done in a rude, insolent or
angry manner.”
An unwanted kiss, to a person of any age, is a
battery. The fear that Victoria may have experienced
when the boyfriend tried to kiss her very well could
have made the act a crime. The person who witnessed
this was creeped out enough to report it to CYFD. The
agency did its job by referring the case to APD, which
did nothing.
APD’s Standard Operating Procedure states, “Field
Services officers have case responsibility for misdemeanor crimes against children.”
It also says, “A police report will be written, whether a crime is confirmed or was just suspected.” This
was the change that was instituted after Omaree
Varela’s murder.
APD has in its ranks dozens of field officers who
have been trained in how to investigate crimes
against children. These officers work 24/7, so why
wasn’t one dispatched to look into Victoria’s case?
ABQ Free Press Weekly repeatedly asked APD
spokesperson Espinoza for the name and rank of the

OPINION/columns
Public Shortchanged
By Berry’s New Urban Plan

A Peaceful Hangout,
A Talk on Palestine

BY DR. JOE VALLES

BY SAYRAH NAMASTÉ | sayrahn@hotmail.com

T

he so-called “simplified” total
revision of the Albuquerque/
Bernalillo County Comprehensive Plan,
or the ABC-Z Plan, is well under way,
intended as the overriding planning
design for how the city (and county)
will develop for the next 30 years.
Though highly touted as “making all
things simpler,” an attempt to read the
massive document dictates otherwise.

All we’ve received thus
far is a subjective
generalization ‘that
it will be good for you —
trust us’
APD employee who determined that attempting to
kiss a 9-year-old did not warrant a police response.
Espinoza never answered the question.

Lies
Omaree Varela’s death cost a beat cop his job, and
several other officers were disciplined. Yet Victoria’s
referral wasn’t dispatched, and APD refuses to tell the
public who made that decision.
APD doesn’t know whether Victoria was in fear.
That’s why APD should have sent a specially trained
beat cop to check on her. But they didn’t.
I am sick of the lies, diversion and spin that APD leadership has been spewing regarding Victoria’s death.
It crosses the line. I have no faith that APD leadership
tells the truth about anything anymore. The lies are
too many, and the cover-ups too blatant. I spent 20
years as an APD officer. I know we are better than this.

Incredibly, APD now says it
is not a crime for a grown man to
kiss a little girl against her wishes
There is no guarantee that had a cop been dispatched to talk to Victoria that the officer would have
recognized the sexual abuse she was enduring. Nor is
there any guarantee that the cop would have taken
action that might have saved her life.
But I can say with certainty that APD’s decision not
to send an officer made it certain that she wouldn’t
be saved.
The good guys never came.
How many other Victorias are waiting for an APD
cop who never comes?
How many other Victorias and Omarees will die
before this community gets fed up with the rot at the
head of our police department? When will the police
chief be held accountable?

Dan Klein is a retired Albuquerque police sergeant.
Reach him through Facebook.
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And though the plan is still a work
in progress, city councilors — most of
whom likely haven’t read the far-reaching 500-page document — are primed
to vote on it at the March 20 City
Council meeting.
Good sense would dictate the
advisability of deferring a decision
until the public has had an opportunity
to reasonably review and understand
its potential ramifications and had a
meaningful opportunity to be heard.
The fact is, the document was made
available in piecemeal fashion — it was
a consistent moving target. The snag is
we have to pass it to know what’s in it.
As should have happened with the
Albuquerque Rapid Transit plan and
the North Valley Transfer Station, the
City Council owes the public accountability prior to approval — not after.
Sector plans — plans affecting
individual neighborhoods — should be
revisited periodically for compliance
with their original intent and changed
circumstances. But take, for example,
the oft-displayed pile of sector plans
the Planning Department anguishes
over. Without an appropriate audit of
these plans, how can the city definitively declare that not one sector plan
out of that pile is working out for its
targeted community?
It’s irresponsible to eliminate all
sector development plans without
assured certainty about financial and
other ramifications of this initiative. All
we’ve received thus far is a subjective
generalization “that it will be good for
you — trust us.” But then consider ART.
Various neighborhood associations
and coalitions have repeatedly requested that the Planning Department delay
the ABC-Z plan until the complete draft

of its new zoning code companion, the
Integrated Development Ordinance, is
reviewed.
This request was rejected outright by
planning. Again, we have to pass it to
know what’s in it. The public should
be allowed to review the documents
together. The City Council likewise
should consider the massive revisions as
integrated plans.
When asked directly what the
hurry was to get these plans approved,
youthful planners stated, “It will make
our jobs easier, and we don’t know
what the next mayor will do with it.”
That is just a laughable reason to
push this down the public’s throats.
As structured, the ABC-Z public
meetings were often not productive
for the general public. The meetings
were presented in a very controlled
approach with little effective time
between revisions for the public’s
comprehension. It’s been a productive
process for the development community — not so much for a discouraged
public.

Various neighborhood
associations and
coalitions have
repeatedly requested that
the Planning Department
delay the ABC-Z plan
until the complete draft
of its new zoning code
companion, the
Integrated Development
Ordinance, is reviewed
This op-ed addresses only “the
process.” More troubling fundamental
elements exist in the plan itself. The
public’s participation in the land-use
approval process is largely eliminated.
Instead, those decisions will lie solely
at the discretion of the Planning
Department. What could possibly go
wrong with that?
Speeding up the review process gets
you less review. So who benefits?
As to Bernalillo County, where that
governmental entity stands on the
ABC-Z Plan is still a mystery. So far, it’s
been all City Hall and very little public.

Dr. Joe Valles is an Albuquerque dentist
who is active in his West Side
neighborhood association.

I

f you want a
chance to hang
out with other
local activists at
something other
than a meeting,
lecture or protest,
then check out
the weekly Peace
Café, 12-3 p.m. every Thursday at
the Albuquerque Center for Peace &
Justice, 202 Harvard Dr. SE.
Enjoy free coffee, tea, and snacks.
Wi-fi is available as well. Started
six years ago by longtime Peace
Center volunteer Mollie Wilkie, the
gathering is a time for “community
and communication, camaraderie and
coffee.”
One of the unexpected results of
the Peace Café is that it’s one of the
few places in Albuquerque where
un-housed folks and housed folks
spend time together. Sometimes I’ve
stopped by and people have brought
musical instruments to jam together.
“We serve the entire community in
all its diversity. We don’t turn anyone
away,” Wilkie said. “I had the idea
years ago and it just stuck.”
Call the Peace Center at 268-9557 if

None of us would have
imagined that 12 years
later the villagers would
be able to keep that
resistance going
you have questions.
The first time I found out what
“sound grenades” were and was hit
with tear gas was in August of 2005
in the little village of Bil’in, Palestine.
Fortunately, I had a bandana over my
mouth and nose and some training
about what to do. What brought me
to that village on the edge of the
Green Line that separates Israel from
the Occupied Palestinian Territories
were powerful and recurring
nonviolent protests. The village had
been bravely demonstrating weekly
against the illegal wall being built by
Israel that year.
None of us would have imagined
that 12 years later the villagers
would be able to keep that resistance

going. Israel’s wall and annexation
of Palestinian land, deemed illegal
by the International Court of Justice,
has been the focus of the massive
protests joined by people all over the
world. Just as I witnessed that day,
the Israeli military has repeatedly
responded to non-violent demonstrations with violence.

‘Bil’in and the
Nonviolent Resistance’
Friday, March 31, 6-8 p.m.
Albuquerque Center for
Peace and Justice
202 Harvard Dr. SE
abqpeaceandjustice.org

Iyad Burnat, one of the leaders
in Bil’in, will speak at an event
titled “Bil’in and the Nonviolent
Resistance,” presented by Jewish
Voice for Peace and Friends of Sabeel
Albuquerque from 6-8 p.m. Friday
March 31 at Albuquerque Center
for Peace and Justice. The suggested
donation is $10, but no one will be
turned away for lack of funds.
Burnat will talk about life under Israeli occupation, his village’s ongoing
struggle for justice and freedom, and
what inspires him to continue. His
new book “Bil’in and the Nonviolent
Resistance” will be available for
purchase.
“A few years ago when his son
was shot, I donated money so that
he could go to Jordan for care,” said
Benay Blend, one of the local organizers from Jewish Voice for Peace.
“From that we developed a personal
friendship.”
“It’s interesting to see the local
connections between struggles. The
separation wall here at our border
and there in Palestine are built by the
same company. He has also written
about connections between the
struggle against colonial power in
Palestine and the battle in Standing
Rock.”

Sayrah Namasté is an organizer with the
American Friends Service Committee in
Albuquerque. She writes about events of
interest to Albuquerque’s activist
community.
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ABQ BioPark Zoo and Aquarium,
903 10th St SW and
2601 Central Ave. NW,
764-6200,
cabq.gov/culturalservices/biopark

56

Marine Mammals Celebration

5
7

MARCH 16-18

Puzzles on page 23
2
1

9 pm, Low Spirits, 2823 2nd St NW,
344-9555, lowspiritslive.com

3405 Central Ave SE, 255-1848,
guildcinema.com
March 15-16, Looking for Infinity:
El Camino

8 pm, Sidewinders Bar,
8900 Central Ave. SE, 554-2078,
sidewindersbar.net

3 pm, Isotopes Park,
1601 Avenida Cesar Chavez SE,
924-2255, milb.com/?sid=t342

8
6

Guild Cinema

Variety Open Mic

Have something
to include in our
weekly calendar?
Send the details to
calendar@freeabq.com

108 Sun Salutations

9
5

Concepto Tambor; Marujah;
Tesque Revolt; Bandwidth
No Name

Melissa Rios

7 pm, Winning Coffee, 111 Harvard
Dr, 266-0000, winningcoffeeco.com

8 pm, Sidewinders Bar,
8900 Central Ave. SE, 554-2078,
sidewindersbar.net

3
8

MARCH 15-23

7 pm, Rio Bravo Brewing Co,
1912 2nd St NW, 900-3909,
riobravobrewing.com

Lobo Slam “Last Chance”

Absolutely Fabiella

6
4

FRIDAY, MARCH 17

Eryn Bent

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 15

3 pm, Cherry Hills Library,
6901 Barstow NE,
857-8321
12 pm, South Broadway Library,
1025 Broadway Blvd SE,
764-1742,
abqlibrary.org/southbroadway

1:30 pm, Central & Unser Library,
8081 Central Ave NW, 768-4320
libevents.abqlibrary.org

1
9

8 pm, Tractor Brewing-Wells Park,
1800 4th St NW, 243-6752,
getplowed.com

418 Montezuma Ave, Santa Fe,
(505) 466-5528,
jeancocteaucinema.com
March 15-16, The Maltese Falcon
March 15-16, Toni Erdmann
March 15, Taps and Tabletops
March 15, +1 to Mischief
March 16-17, HP Lovecraft
March 16-17, Re-Animator

National Hispanic Cultural Center,
1701 4th St. SW, 246-2261,
nhccnm.org

Elementary Science: Wind

Tri-ciclo by Picnic

Sunday Movie

7
3

Jean Cocteau Cinema

Siembra, Latino Theatre
Season: Hembras de Pluma
Present Rise: An Offering

SUNDAY, MARCH 19

4
2

MARCH 15-17

MARCH 15-19

11 am, South Broadway Cultural
Center, 1025 Broadway Blvd. SE,
242-7600, southbroadwaytickets.com

E

SCREENS

EVENTS

World Storytelling Day

3 pm, Alamosa Library,
6900 Gonzales SW, 836-0684,
abqlibrary.org/alamosa

Y

9 pm, 515 Central Ave. NW,
(404) 992-4376,
facebook.com/burtstikiABQ

10:30 am, Flix Brewhouse,
3236 La Orilla Rd. NW, 445-8500,
flixbrewhouse.com/albuquerque

Read to the Dogs

A W A

Acid Teeth

Despicable Me 2

TUESDAY, MARCH 21

2 pm, National Hispanic Cultural
Center, 1701 4th St. SW, 246-2261,
nhccnm.org

D

TUESDAY, MARCH 21

TUESDAY, MARCH 21

5:30 pm, Santa Fe Art Institute,
1600 Saint Michaels Dr, Santa Fe,
(505) 424-5050, sfai.org

La Canoa Legacy Talks:
A. Gabriel Melendez, Humor
and Healing: Cantinflas’
Classic Screen Moments

E

9 pm, El Rey Theater,
622 Central Ave. SW, 510-2582,
elreyabq.com

8 pm, Tractor Brewing-Wells Park,
1800 4th St NW, 243-6752,
getplowed.com

Alchemy through Touch: A
Washing Hands Performance

I

6 pm, Canteen Brewhouse,
2381 Aztec Rd. NE, 881-2737,
canteenbrewhouse.com

The Excision 2017 Tour:
Cookie Monsta & Barely Alive

Monday Night Film Club

2 pm & 7 pm, National Hispanic
Cultural Center, 1701 4th St. SW,
246-2261, nhccnm.org

R

Russell James Pyle

8 pm, 515 Central Ave. NW,
(404) 992-4376,
facebook.com/burtstikiABQ

10:30 am, Flix Brewhouse,
3236 La Orilla Rd. NW,
445-8500,
flixbrewhouse.com/albuquerque

7 pm, Canteen Brewhouse,
Canteen Brewhouse,
2381 Aztec Rd. NE, 881-2737,
canteenbrewhouse.com

Festival Ballet Albuquerque
Presents Dance Visions:
Festival of New Ballets

R

THURSDAY, MARCH 16

Constant Harmony;
Everyone is Dirty; Shitty and
the Terribles

Despicable Me

Astro on Tap: Astronomy in
New Mexico

A

8:30 pm,Tractor Brewing-Nob Hill,
118 Tulane SE, 243-6752,
getplowed.com

MONDAY, MARCH 20

MONDAY, MARCH 20

MONDAY, MARCH 20

10 am, Dialogue Brewing,
1501 1st St. NW, 585-1501,
dialoguebrewing.com

C

Jonah Sissoyev

3 pm, Canteen Brewhouse,
2381 Aztec Rd. NE, 881-2737,
canteenbrewhouse.com

2 pm, KiMo Theatre,
423 Central Ave. NW, 768-3522,
kimotickets.com

Pints & Planks

S

6 pm, Rio Bravo Brewing Co,
1912 2nd St NW, 900-3909,
riobravobrewing.com

Le Chat Lunatique

Nevada Backcountry
Discovery Route

SATURDAY, MARCH 18

T

Shane Wallin

8 pm, 515 Central Ave. NW,
(404) 992-4376,
facebook.com/burtstikiABQ

SUNDAY, MARCH 19

1 pm, Albuquerque Museum,
2000 Mountain Rd NW, 242-4600,
albuquerquemuseum.org

E

7:30 pm, Burt’s Tiki Lounge,
515 Central Ave. NW, (404) 992-4376,
facebook.com/burtstikiABQ

Plastic Daggers & Acceptable
Losses; 12 SR

KiMo Theatre, 423 Central Ave. NW,
768-3522, kimotickets.com

A Fuss about Gus: the Colorful
Career of Gustave Baumann

G

Women in Boots ‘n Levi’s

SUNDAY, MARCH 19

Waking Ned Devine

6:30 pm, South Broadway Cultural
Center, 1025 Broadway Blvd. SE,
242-7600,
southbroadwaytickets.com

R

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 15

8 pm, Tractor Brewing-Wells Park,
1800 4th St NW, 243-6752,
getplowed.com

SATURDAY, MARCH 18

New Mexico Actor’s Showcase

E

20 Central Ave SW, 764-0249,
sunshinetheaterlive.com
March 17, Crttrz; The Co Founder;
Demon Lung; Pueblo Escobar;
The People; Dymer
March 18, Portugal. The Man;
HDBeenDope
March 20, Rozamov; NiteKidz; The
Ditch and The Delta; Jagged Mouth
March 21, Yellowcard Final World
Tour; Sean O’Donnell

Homegirls Records

KiMo Theatre, 423 Central Ave. NW,
768-3522, kimotickets.com

D

Sunshine Theater / Moonlight
Lounge

5 pm, Tractor Brewing-Nob Hill,
118 Tulane SE, 243-6752,
getplowed.com

War of the Worlds

Thanks, Eclectic Urban Pizzeria
(2119 Menaul Blvd. NE),
for serving up ABQ Free Press
Weekly with your brews and pies.
Photo: Wendy Fox Dial

I

9800 Montgomery Blvd NE, 296-2726,
thedirtybourbon.com
March 16-18, Sim Balkey
March 21, Nuevo Martes; Brahma

Russell James Pyle

FRIDAY, MARCH 17

9:30 am,
National Hispanic Cultural Center,
1701 4th St. SW, 246-2261,
nhccnm.org

G

Dirty Bourbon

8 pm, Rio Bravo Brewing Co,
1912 2nd St NW, 900-3909,
riobravobrewing.com

L

hile it might be fashionable to advocate for spending more and more money on
public transportation in Albuquerque, the truth is that almost no one in the area
rides the bus — at least to get to work. According to the U.S. Census Bureau, only
1.4 percent of people in the First Congressional District who work use public transportation
to get to their jobs. A whopping 82 percent drive to work alone in their personal vehicles.
Public transit usage in New Mexico’s two other congressional districts is even more
dismal. In the Third Congressional District, which includes Santa Fe, 0.71 percent of people
take public transit to work. And in the Second Congressional District, which includes
Las Cruces, that number is 0.42 percent.
Across the entire state, 0.98 percent of workers take public transit to their jobs.
Nationally, 5 percent of U.S. workers use public transportation to get to their jobs.

Lilah Rose

A

Work
at home

E

Other

G

Walk

59

Public
Transit

62

Car pool

Colcha Community
Stitch-Along

T

W

Drive
alone
in
personal
vehicle

7 pm, National Hispanic Cultural
Center, 1701 4th St. SW, 246-2261,
nhccnm.org

FRIDAY, MARCH 17

H

People over
age 16 in First
Congressional
District who
have jobs

La Fiesta de Otros

T

1,000

SATURDAY, MARCH 18

THURSDAY, MARCH 16

S

(4,361)

5,000

8 pm, El Rey Theater,
622 Central Ave. SW, 510-2582,
elreyabq.com

National Hispanic Cultural Center,
1701 4th St. SW, 246-2261,
nhccnm.org

I

(6,025)

7 pm, Rio Bravo Brewing Co,
1912 2nd St NW, 900-3909,
riobravobrewing.com

N

(6,928)

Skillet — The Unleashed Tour
2017

Revolutions International Theatre Festival: Ndere
Troupe, Obuntu Pearls

E

(15,193)

15,000

618 Central Ave SW, 764-8887,
launchpadrocks.com
March 15, Alex Wiley W/ Kembe X
March 16, Thursday Night Girl Fight!
Phantom Lake; Tear Pressure;
Star Canyon; Cat Teeth; Emma Crane;
Katrina Benally; Kateri Lopez
March 17, St. Punktrick’s Day!! Cobra
VS Mongoose; Rebilt; Econarchy;
Moonshine Blind; Lords of Wilmoore;
The Dying Beds; Violent Dischord;
Scalafrea; Doomed to Exist;
Those God Damn Jerkoffs
March 18, Early Show: Cattle
Decapitation; Allegaeon; Lithopaedion;
Noctiphetamine
March 18, Circus of Sin

Wednesday Night Movie Night

MARCH 17-19

N

(24,516)

7 pm, Dialogue Brewing,
1501 1st St. NW, 585-1501,
dialoguebrewing.com

7 pm, Flix Brewhouse,
3236 La Orilla Rd. NW, 445-8500,
flixbrewhouse.com/albuquerque

T

Launchpad

25,000

Tropical Girls

The Boondock Saints

4 pm, Sidewinders Bar,
8900 Central Ave. SE, 554-2078,
sidewindersbar.net

R

50,000

7 pm, The Co-Op, 415 Central Ave NW

Beer Bust

61

100,000

Emerald City

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 15

6 pm, Tractor Brewing-Nob Hill,
118 Tulane SE, 243-6752,
getplowed.com

E

150,000

5 pm, Rio Bravo Brewing Co,
1912 2nd St NW, 900-3909,
riobravobrewing.com

Craft + Beer:
Community Craft Night

T

200,000

THURSDAY, MARCH 16

Y

Andy Lyman is a reporter for
NMPoliticalReport.com, a nonprofit
online news agency.

(256,881)

Dixie Nickel Changebox;
Vintage Brew

March 17-20, Catfight
March 17-18, Sword Art Online the
Movie: Ordinal Scale
March 17-20, Tower
March 18-19, Greening the Revolution
March 21-23, I am Not Your Negro
March 21-23, Sweet Charity —
Bob Fosse 1969 Directorial Debut!

T

(313,900)

300,000

UNM’s headache

UNM officials may not publicly
admit it, but there seem to be signs the
athletic department would be happy if
Libit just went away.
After NMFishbowl.com published
anonymous but damning exit interviews compiled by the athletic
department from student-athletes,
public relations officials scrambled to
defend the department.
Frank Mercagliano, an assistant
athletics director and UNM athletics
spokesman, posted an entry on
GoLobos.com titled “Why Student-Athlete Exit Interviews are
Valuable.” Without naming the site,
Mercagliano criticized NMFishbowl.
com for releasing the anonymous
interviews.
Mercagliano wouldn’t comment
about NMFishbowl.com or Libit to
NM Political Report. “I mean, I don’t
ever comment on other media members and reporters and bloggers so I’m
probably the wrong person to even
ask,” he said.
Now, Libit’s lawsuit against the
UNM Foundation is sure to cause
more headaches and possibly even
set legal precedent regarding what records the group is required to release.
Libit said his main goal is to get
records that shed light on the naming
process of the school’s basketball
stadium and also to ensure that future
records from the foundation are available to the public.
“If tomorrow, the UNM Foundation
decided to hand over the emails, the
suit carries on,” Libit said. “I’m asking
for more than that. That won’t end
this.”

407 Central Ave SW, 242-4900,
sisterthebar.com
March 15, Terrence Simien and the
Zydeco Experience
March 16, LowLife bids farewell to
Rygar
March 17, Deeper Cut(s) w/ Eshone,
James Black & Marc Baca
March 18, Flashback 80s Music Video
Dance Party
March 20, Delicate Steve; Slow Caves;
Sun Dog

2 pm, Rio Bravo Brewing Co,
1912 2nd St NW, 900-3909,
riobravobrewing.com

N

Now, Libit has combined his
political reporting strategies with his
passion for sports. Since November,
Libit has worked exclusively on
NMFishBowl.com and devoted all of
his time to requesting records from
UNM and building sources within
the Athletic Department. Unlike Lobo
beat reporters, Libit doesn’t cover the
daily games and press conferences.
“I don’t need to worry about UNM
pulling my press pass or some coach
not calling me back because frankly I
don’t care,” Libit said.
In all news beats, reporters have to
balance holding power accountable
and finding credible sources willing to
talk. But Libit doesn’t seem concerned
with making new friends.
“What I’m proving is you don’t
need to prevailingly play ball in
order to write interesting stories,” he
said. “That you can actually develop
sources even if you’re not being obsequious to the institution that you’re
covering.”
In 2011, Libit wrote almost 4,000
words for the Columbia Journalism
Review about how sports reporters
often fall into a trap of focusing only
on corporate rules while overlooking
more egregious problems.
“We’ve been co-opted into thinking
that the biggest problem with college
athletics is when somebody breaks
NCAA rules,” Libit said.
In 2014, for example, it was revealed
that many college athletes could not
afford food beyond their school-supplied meals, which did not technically
break NCAA rules. The CJR story,
Libit said, led him to look deeper into
college athletics.

350,000

Sister Bar

Tony Wilson

I

The politics of sports

While outwardly critical of local
coverage of the Lobos, Libit said
there’s no bad blood there. “I’m trying
to shame them into actually practicing
more journalism on this beat,” Libit
said.
Sure, Libit doesn’t have an editor
to pare down his 10,000 word article
about a publicly disgraced UNM
athletic operations director. Nor does
he have an editor or publisher who
might kill his story or move him to
another beat. As a journalist with
almost two decades of experience,
Libit is fully aware that local coverage
of UNM is not isolated.
“I think you can find really shitty
college sports reporting in really large
markets,” he said.

SHOWS

S

squinting and not really paying attention to what was going on in New
Mexico.”
Libit successfully pitched a profile
of Martinez to editors at the National Journal but soon found that the
most interesting story was not about
her but instead her most influential
political adviser – Jay McCleskey.
Libit traveled to New Mexico for the
story and interviewed Martinez in her
office. He was also able to get a handful of political outsiders on the record,
including the often elusive McCleskey,
who is rarely quoted in media reports.
Titled “The Man Who Discovered
Susana Martinez Could Also Be Her
Downfall,” Libit’s National Journal
piece was among the first national
news stories to report critically on the
Martinez administration.

BTW: ABQ Bus Ridership Lags
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On a Tank of Gas: Mining for Ghosts and Camping Under the Stars
BY MORIAH CARTY | moriah.carty@gmail.com

V

astness is commonplace in central
New Mexico, a land full of ghost
towns, mountain ranges and wildlife
refuges. If you’re after a weekend
away from people, this is the place
to go. The distance from civilization
gives it a special charm you can only
understand once you visit, so let’s go.
Head south on I-25 to Socorro,
where you can pick up signage to get
to Magdalena.
Once in Magdalena, make a left on
Kelly Road, just in front of the ranger
station. When the road forks, make a
left and follow signs for Kelly,
New Mexico.

Albuquerque to
Kelly Mine: 108 miles

Kelly was once a thriving mining
town with a population of a couple
thousand, but in the mid-1900s, in the
absence of materials to mine, residents
moved north to Magdalena.
The road into town leads you to a
church where, on occasion, there are

of the numbers 1 to 9. Puzzles come in three grades: easy, medium and difficult.
Level: Medium

objects are abundant, not to mention
the many gaping holes in the ground.
In fact, one large hole is terrifyingly
easy to access and is claimed to drop
1,000 feet down, so keep your little
ones close.
That hole is the mineshaft entrance,
and leads to nearly 30 miles of tunnels
below.
The headframe that stands more
than 120 feet above the shaft has quite
the significance. It was designed by
Alexandre G. Eiffel — that’s right,
the same bloke who designed the
Eiffel tower.
The yellow-tinged dirt below is a
testament to the hard work over a century before when lead, zinc and silver
were all mined for western expansion.
All about the area are holes in the
hills, opening to various shafts.
If you explore, stay conscious of
your footing and don’t wander too far
into a mine without a guide or proper
knowledge, as they are incredibly
unstable.

After a morning of exploration, time
for a serious, worthwhile hike.
Head back down the dirt road to
the pavement and follow signs to
Hop Canyon.

Kelly Mine to Hop Canyon,
Trail #25: 6.3 miles
Once pavement turns to dirt again,
it is about 2.5 miles to the trailhead
parking area. The poorly marked
parking lot is on the right, after a line
of homes.
The trailhead lies between the trees
on the west side of the lot. This is not
to be confused with Trail #25A

Hidden Conveyances

Each Sudoku puzzle consists of a 9x9 grid that has been subdivided into nine smaller grids of 3x3
squares. To solve the puzzle, each row, column and box must contain each of the numbers 1 to 9.
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9
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Level: MEDIUM

Head back down the road to US 60
and east again until you see signs for
Water Canyon Campground, about
15 minutes outside of Magdalena.
The scenic road leads to the east side
of the mountains we just roamed.
The area is comfortable and welcoming, and get this, no fees for overnight
camping. And, if that’s not enough,
the area can accommodate RVs —
without hookups, of course.
Should you decide to carry on
farther down the forest road, have a
high clearance vehicle. The roads are a
bit rough.
Set up camp and call it a night, but
don’t go to bed yet. The stars look
impeccable, and the moon is so bright,

3
5

3

7

6

7
8

1

4

6

2
1

9

5

4
6
7
8

4

on the east side, across the road.
Next to the trail number sign is
the trail info for Mt. Baldy. It is five
miles in and five miles out, so pack
accordingly and start with enough
time in the day to make it back before
sundown.
It’s perfectly acceptable to only
hike part of it; a mile in gives you
spectacular views to the north and to
the west, and the alternating sounds
of crunchy rock and padded pine
needle underfoot create a nice rhythm.
Whatever distance you go, it will be
worth it.

1

5

8

6

Solution on page 21

By Myles Mellor and Sally York

Across
1. Sight parts
6. Beginning of a
		conclusion
11. Loser’s place?
14. Rustle or murmur
15. Stimulant drug
17. Chomps at the bit
19. Arranged anew
20. Ticket
21. Carryalls
22. Locks in a barn?
23. Typewriter roller
27. Carbonium, e.g.
28. Campaign worker
29. Dialect
33. French collagist
36. 1968 movie title
39. 20s dispenser
40. Tungusic language
41. Horned goddess
42. Squat
43. Instant
45. Have an edge
		against
47. Old dagger
50. Foreign dignitary
51. Foul-smelling herb
56. Goes Conveyances
too far
Hidden

58. Certain doctor
59. Outdoor magazine
60. Hog haven
61. Extra inning
62. Thirsty

25. Garden figure
26. Half a score
27. Kind of treatment
30. Rook
31. Certain refrigerant
32. Biblical verb suffix
33. Bishop’s seat in
		 ancient churches
34. Curb, with “in”
35. “Hey there!”
37. Issue
38. Deadeye’s forte
42. Care for
44. Antsy
45. Drooping flower
		spike
46. Wee
47. Small finch
48. Limestone
		topography
49. Archie’s better half
50. Protection
51. Niels Bohr, e.g.
52. West Samoan
		 monetary unit
53. Bit of kindling
54. Put on
55. Appraiser
57. PC component

DOWN
1. Red letters?
2. Express a
		preference
3. Continental capital
4. Petri dish filler
5. Orthodox Muslim
6. Lacks, briefly
7. Related maternally
8. Archibald and
		Thurmond
9. Decent
10. It may be smoked
11. Nirvana tune
12. Ski trail
13. Distress signal
16. Ice cream flavor
18. Relating to
		newborns
22. Speck
23. ___ Bear
24. Merry-go-round
		music

By Myles Mellor and Sally York

Answers on page 21

Level: HARD
1

2

3

4

5

6

14

7

8

9

10

15

17

Hop Canyon to Water
Canyon Campground and
Hikes: 22.7 miles
tours. Just above the church to the
east, the touted mine stands boldly.
The road is a bit rough from here, but
it is a short walk.
The town is now referred to as
Kelly’s Ghost Town or just Kelly
Mine. And, believe it or not, it still
has residents — two, according to the
sign, but that is just the living.
A town doesn’t earn the title of
“ghost town” without incident, so
while you’re there, see if you spot any
suspicious activity — or maybe it is
the wind.
On a serious note, be careful where
you step. Loose nails and sharp

Each Sudoku puzzle consists of a 9X9 grid that has been subdivided
into nine smaller
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To Be Continued
Next Week ...
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34

22
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Moriah Carty is an Albuquerque local
with a heavy sense of wanderlust.

33

20

you could almost read a book without
a headlamp. This is one of the many
treats central New Mexico has to offer:
virtually no light pollution, perfect for
stargazing.
Be sure to tune in next week for the
rest of this trip.

56
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Stops 3; Miles: 137
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